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1. Introduction

An important problem in st atistical mechanics and prob ability theory is to prove ex
istence of the critical exponents which characterize power-law behaviour in the vicin
ity of a phase transition. Typically the critical behaviour is dimension-dependent .
For example, th e susceptibility X of the Ising model, one of th e best-known models
of statistical mechanics, is expected to behave as

(1.1)

where T; is the critical temperature and r is a critical exponent. It is a common
feature of many models of statistical mechanics that there exists an upper criti
cal dimension , above which the critical behaviour becomes simpler and dimension
independent. For example, above four dimensions the critical behaviour of the Ising
model is th e same as that of the mean-field model known as the Curie-Weiss model,
in which spins int eract not just with their neighbours but rather with the aver
age of all other spins; in particular r = 1. The term 'mean-field' has come also
to apply to th e behaviour of other statistical mechanical models above their upper
critical dim ensions, even when th ere is no explicit field or average. At the upper
crit ical dim ension d = 4 there are logarithmic corrections to mean-field behaviour
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and X(T) ~ IT - Te l- 1(log IT - Te I)1/3, while for d < 4 there are different power
laws and / > 1 in (1.1).

Similar behaviour is expected to hold for percolation and for combinatorial sys
tems like the self-avoiding walk and lattice trees and animals. These lectures are
concerned with the lace expansion (Brydges and Spencer 1985) and its application
to prove existence of critical exponents for these models above their upper critical
dimensions of respectively six, four and eight (five for oriented percolation). It re
mains an open problem to prove existence of critical exponents for these models
at or below their upper critical dimensions, although there has been some recent
progress in using renormalization group methods to study models related to the
4-dimensional self-avoiding walk in Brydges et al. (1992), Arnaudon et al. (1991),
Iagolnitzer and Magnen (1992).

Being an expansion, the lace expansion requires a small parameter to ensure
convergence. Here the small parameter will arise in two ways: as the reciprocal of
the spatial dimension for nearest-neighbour models, or by considering sufficiently
'spread-out' models having suitable long-range connections. For the self-avoiding
walk and for lattice trees and animals, the small parameter could alternatively be
introduced through a weak interaction, as in the Domb-Joyce model. The spread
out models are believed to be in the same universality class as the corresponding
nearest-neighbour models, and so are believed to have the same critical exponents.
Studying sufficiently spread-out models allows for results for all dimensions d > dc,
where de is the upper critical dimension, whereas current methods give results for
the nearest-neighbour models only for d somewhat greater than de. An exception
is the nearest-neighbour self-avoiding walk, for which a computer-assisted proof has
allowed for the treatment of dimensions d ~ 5. For lattice trees and animals there are
results for the nearest-neighbour model in high dimensions (how high has not been
computed), or for the spread-out model with d > 8. For percolation there are results
for the nearest-neighbour model in sufficiently high dimensions (currently d ~ 19),
and for the spread-out model in more than six dimensions. Oriented percolation
has been treated by Nguyen and Yang (1992 , 1993) for the nearest-neighbour model
in sufficiently high dimensions and for sufficiently spread-out models above 4+1
dimensions. The lace expansion treats each of these models as a perturbation of a
simple random walk model.

Although the lace expansion has proved to be sufficiently flexible to treat a variety
of models, its use has been limited by its reliance on correlation inequalities to
prove convergence . For the self-avoiding walk the correlation inequality is based
on the repulsive nature of the self-avoidance interaction, while for percolation it is
the BK inequality. The absence of similar correlation inequalities has hindered the
application of the lace expansion to other models, such as the 'true' self-avoiding
walk (whose interaction combines repulsive and attractive aspects) . However there
are encouraging indications that a certain attractive walk model can be treated using
the lace expansion. In addition difficulties have been encountered in applying lace
expansion methods to analyze the upper critical dimension itself, involving problems
in reconciliation of the expansion with coupling-constant renormalization . Lower
dimensions remain a major challenge for any method.

Historically, mean-field critical behaviour was first proven for Ising and other spin
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systems using two ingr edients. The first is the infra-red bound, which is a bound
on the behaviour near th e origin of th e Fouri er transform of the two-point function
at criticality (Frohlich et al. 1976). The second ingredient is correlation inequali
ti es, which when combined with the infra-red bound have important consequences
for critical behaviour. The first manifestation of this combination is Sokal (1979) ,
where it was shown that finiteness of the specific heat in more than four dimensions
follows transparently from the infra-red bound. Later more sophisticated correla
tion inequalities were proven , which together with th e infra-red bound led to proof of
mean-field behaviour for th e susceptibility, magnetization, and so on , in more than
four dimensions. (See Aizenman 1982, Frohlich 1982, Aizenman and Fernandez 1986,
and Fernandez et al. 1992 for details.)

For stochastic geometric models such as the self-avoiding walk , lattice trees and
animals, and percolation , there exists no general proof of the infra-red bound. In
fact there are claims that th e infra-red bound is violated for d < 8 for lattice tr ees
and animals, and for som e dimensions below six for percolation. Following th e suc
cesses with spin systems, the correlation inequality methods were soon applied to
stochastic geometric systems , resulting in diagrammatic sufficient conditions such as
the triangle condition for mean-field critical behaviour. At th e time, th e diagram
matic conditions could not be verified , due to th e absence of an infra-r ed bound.
For self-avoiding walks and lattice tr ees and animals it is now possible to use th e
lace expansion to prove mean-field behaviour without app eal to th ese diagrammatic
sufficient conditions, although this is not true for percolation . In this article we shall
provide an ou tline of th e diagrammatic conditions, in part because of th eir essential
role in percolation , in part because of th eir intuitive role in identifying the upp er
critical dim ension and reducing the problem of critical behaviour to two-point func
tions, and in part because th e diagrams play an essent ial role as small parameters
in bounding th e lace expansion.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give pre
cise definitions of the models and precise statements of results. Section 3 discusses
diagrammatic conditions, and shows in particular th e relevance of th e triangle con
dition for mean-field behavi our of th e expected cluster size in percolation. Finally in
Section 4 we describe th e lace expansion in some detail. Convergence issues are dis
cussed only for self-avoiding walks , since the analysis is similar for the other models.
A general reference for many of the topics covered below is Madras and Slade (1993) ;
our exposition is based in places on this reference.

2. The Models and Results

In this section we give precise definitions of models and statements of results obtained
with th e lace expansion. All of the models are set on th e hypercubic lattice Z d. In
addition to the usual nearest-neighbour model we will consider also the spread-out
model. For th e spread-out mod el, we let A denote th e set {x E Z d : 0 < IIxil oo :S L}
for som e fixed L which will be tak en to be large. The bonds of th e spr ead-out model
are then th e pairs of sit es {x , y}, with y - x E A. We at times tr eat the spread-out
and nearest-neighbour models simultaneously, by letting A also denote the set of
nearest neighbours of th e origin .
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2.1. THE SELF-AVOIDING WALK

For self-avoiding walks we restrict attention to the usual nearest-neighbour model,
and will be interested in the case where the small parameter is the inverse dimension.
Results similar to those stated below can be obtained more easily for d > 4 for
the weakly or spread-out self-avoiding walks, for in these contexts there is a small
parameter which can be taken to be arbitrarily small. Results for the nearest
neighbour model for d ~ 5 were obtained via a computer-assisted proof, because of
difficulties associated with the fact that the small parameter d- 1 is fixed and cannot
be taken to be arbitrarily small .

The fact that the upper critical dimension for the self-avoiding walk is four can be
partially understood from the fact that intersection properties of the simple random
walk change dramatically at d = 4. For example, the probability that two indepen
dent n-step simple random walks do not intersect remains bounded away from zero
for d > 4, but not for d::; 4. (See, e.g., Lawler 1991.) Mean-field behaviour for the
self-avoiding walk is behaviour like the simple random walk.

An n-step self-avoiding walk is an ordered set w = (w(O),w(1), . .. ,w(n)), with
each w(i) E ;Zd, Iw(i + 1) - w(i)1 = 1 for all i (Euclidean distance), and most
importantly w(i) :p w(j) when i :p j . If w is an n-step walk we write Iwl = n
(not to be confused with the Euclidean norm Iw(i)1 of w(i) E ;Zd). Let On(X,y)
denote the set of all n-step self-avoiding walks with w(O) = x and w(n) = y, and let
cn(x,y) be the cardinality of this set. In particular, co(x,y) = bx,y. We also define
O(x, y) = U:=o On (x, y) to be the set of all self-avoiding walks, of any length, from x
to y. Let Cn be the number of n-step self-avoiding walks which begin at the origin and
end anywhere, or in other words Cn = L:y cn(O ,V) . Hammersley and Morton (1954)
observed that the elementary submultiplicativity inequality Cn +m ::; CnCm implies
the existence of the connective constant J.l = limn _ oo c~/n, with Cn 2:: JLn for all
n. The mean-square displacement (lw(nW}n is defined to be the average value of
Iw(nW with respect to the uniform measure on the set of all n-step self-avoiding
walks :

1
(lw(nW}n = - L Iw(nW · (2.1)

Cn wEl1 n(O,x)

The number of n-step self-avoiding walks and the mean-square displacement are
believed to behave asymptotically like

(2.2)

(2 .3)

where the amplitudes A and D and the critical exponents, and II are dimension
dependent positive constants. Here we are taking the optimistic viewpoint that the
above relations really are asymptotic , in the usual sense of the term that the ratio
of the left and right sides has limiting value of unity. The critical exponent, is
believed to be equal to ~~ for d = 2, about 1.162 for d = 3, and 1 for d ~ 4, with
a logarithmic factor (log n)1/4 multiplying A/tn in four dimensions. The exponent II

is believed to be equal to %for d = 2, about 0.588 for d = 3, and ~ for d ~ 4, again
with a logarithmic factor (logn)1/4 multiplying Dn in four dimensions. In fact for
d ~ 5 this is a theorem.
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Theorem 2.1. For any d ~ 5 there are (dimension-dependent) positive constant s
A and D such that, as n --+ 00,

AJln[1 + O(n- e)] for any e <~,

Dn[1 + O(n-e)J for any { <i.
Rigorous numerical bounds on A and D are available. For example when d = 5,
1 s A s 1.493 and 1.098 ::; D ::; 1.803.

A weaker theorem, which is easier to prove, involves corresponding statements
about generating functions . To define these generating functions, we let z denote
a complex parameter (usually taken here to be non-negative), and first define the
two-point function as

00

Gz(x, y) =L cn(x, y)zn = L zlwl .
n=O wEf1(x ,y)

Then we define the susceptibility X(z) as

00

X(z) = L Gz(O, x) = L cnz n

x n=O

and the correlation length of order two 6(z) by

~~(z) = l:x IxI
2
Gz(0, x) .

l:x Gz(O, x)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

The manner of divergence of the susceptibility and correlation length of order two at
the critical point Zc == Jl- 1 reflects th e large-n asymptotics of Cn and the mean-square
displacement.

Theorem 2.2. For any d ~ 5, as z / Zc along the positive real axis,

()
Azc

X z '" --,
Zc - Z (

D ) 1/2
6(z) '" ~

Zc - Z

with the sam e constants A and D as in Theorem 2.1, and with J(z) '" g(z) meaning
that limz/zc J(z)jg(z) = 1.

Theorem 2.2 is weaker than Theorem 2.1, and needs something like a Taube
rian condition to conclude Theorem 2.1. This has been done by combining good
error estimates in Theorem 2.2 with contour integration methods using 'fract ional
derivatives' .

For z < Zc the two-point function is known to decay exponentially: the correlation
length

[
. 1 ]-1

~(z) = - hm~logGz(O,(n,O , .. . ,O)) (2.7)

exists for 0 < z < Zc, is strictly positive and finite , and ~(z) /00 as z / Zc (Chayes
and Chayes 1986). It is believed that the divergence of ~(z) at the critical point is
via a power law with power v; for d ~ 5 this is a theorem.
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Theorem. 2.3. For any d 2: 5, as z /" Zc along the positive real axis ,

~(z) '" fD(~) 1/2
V2d Zc - z

The following theorem shows that the scaling limit of the self-avoiding walk is
Brownian motion for d 2: 5, and provides a strong statement to the effect that
the self-avoiding walk behaves like simple random walk for d 2: 5. To state the
theorem, we denote by Cd[O, I] the set of continuous ]R.d-valued functions on [0,1],
equipped with the supremum norm. Given an n-step self-avoiding walk w , we define
X n E Cd[O, I] by setting Xn(j/n) = (Dn)-1/2w(j) for j = 0,1, . . . , n , and taking
Xn(t) to be the linear interpolation of this. Let dW denote the Wiener measure on
Cd[O , 1], and ( . )n denote expectation with respect to the uniform measure on the
set of n-step self-avoiding walks beginning at the origin.

Theorem. 2.4. For d 2: 5 the scaling limit of self-avoiding walk is Brownian motion.
In other words, for any bounded continuous function f on Cd[O , 1]'

lim (J(Xn))n = JfdW.
n-+oo

An important ingredient in the proof of th e above theorems is an infra-red bound.
This bound reflects the long distance behaviour of the critical two-point function
indirectly through the behaviour of the Fourier tr ansform of the two-point function
near the origin. In general the Fourier transform of a summable function f on Zd is
defined by

(2.8)
x

~here k-» = 2:,1=1 kjxj . The conjectured behaviour ofthe critical two-point function
IS

1
Gzc(x, y) '" const . Ix _ yld-2+Q , as Ix - yl -- 00,

or for th e Fourier transform
, 1

GzJk) ~ const . P_q ' as k -- 0.

(2.9)

(2.10)

Scaling theory predicts th at the critical exponent TJ is given in terms of r and v by
Fisher's scaling relation (Fisher 1969)

r = (2 - TJ)v. (2.11)

According to the conjectured values of r and u , TJ is non-negative in all dimensions.
This is a statement of the infra-red bound, which can also be stated in the form
GzJk) ::; Ck- 2. This is believed to be true in all dimensions, but remains unproven
for dim ensions 2, 3 and 4. This k- 2 behaviour is the same as that for simple random
walk, for which the analogue of GzC<O, x) is the Green function 2:,~=oPn(O, x) [where
Pn(O, x) is th e probability that a simple random walk beginning at °is at x after n
steps] whose Fourier transform is (1 - d- 12:,1=1 cos kj )-1 '" (2d)k- 2. The following
theorem gives an infra-red bound for self-avoiding walks when d 2: 5, with correction
term.
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(2.12)

Theorem 2.5. For d 2: 5, Gz c (k )- l = (2d)-lk2[D A -1 + O(k f
) ] fo r any e < 1/2 .

Proofs of these theorems, with some further resul ts along th ese lines , can be found
in Har a and Slade (1992a , b) . Some of the principal ideas are outl ined in Section 4.1
below. As a final application of the lace expansion, we note th at it can be used to
pro ve existence of an asymptotic expansion in powers of lid, to all orders, for th e
conn ective constant Il, and moreover to compute the coefficients of this expansion.
The computation has been done (Hara and Slad e 1993) as far as

1 3 16 (1)
Il = 2d - 1 - 2d - (2d) 2 - (2d)3 + 0 (2d)4 .

The coefficient of the term of order (2d)-4 was computed by Fisher and Gaunt (1964)
and Nemirovsky et al. (1992) to be -102(2d)-4 , but with no error estimate.

2.2 . LATTI CE TREES AND ANIMALS

A lattice tree is defined to be a connected set of bonds which contains no closed loops.
We consider trees on either th e nearest-neighbour or spr ead- out lattice. Although a
tr ee T is defined as a set of bonds, we will write x E T if x is an element of a bond
in T. The number of bonds in T will be denot ed ITI. A lattice animal is a connected
set of bonds which may contain closed loops. We denote a typical lat ti ce animal by
A and the number of bonds in A by IAI .

Let tn denot e the numb er of n-b ond tr ees modulo translation, and let an denot e
th e number of n-bond animals modulo tr anslation. By a subadditiv ity argument,
i~/n and a~/n both converge to finite posit ive limi ts A and Aa as n -+ 00. The
asymptotic behav iour of both in and an as n -+ 00 is believed to be governe d by the
same critical exponent 8:

\ n 9 t \ n -9in ~ const . '" n- , an ~ cons. "'an . (2 .13)

T he typi cal size of a lat tice tree or animal is characte rized by the average radius
of gyration, which is defined for t rees as the average over n-b ond tr ees of th eir
indiv idu al radii of gyr ation :

[ ]

1/2

R(n) = ~ L _1_ L Ix- xTI2
in n + 1

T :IT I= n xET

(2 .14)

Here th e sum over T is the sum over one tree from each equivalence class modulo
translation , and XT = (n + 1)-1 L XET x is the centre of mass of T . A similar
definiti on ap plies for latti ce animals. The average radius of gyrat ion is believed to
behave asymptotically as

R(n) ~ const. n" (2.15)

for a crit ica l exponent v which is the same for both trees and animals. The following
th eorem , proved in Har a and Slad e (1992c), gives results for th ese crit ical exponents
for tr ees in high dimensions. Related resul ts have been obtained for lat ti ce animals,
bu t so far at th e level of generating fun cti ons and not at the level of counts (Har a
and Slade 1990b).
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Theorem 2.6. For nearest-neighbour trees with d sufficiently large, or for spread
out trees with d > 8 and L sufficiently large, there are positive constants such that
for every e < ming , Hd - 8)},

tn const. ,\nn-s/2[1 + O(n- f
) ],

R(n) const . n1
/

4[1 + O(n- f
) ] .

Some hint can be gleaned from this theorem as to why the upper critical dimen
sion should be eight. The fact that the size of trees typically grows like n 1/ 4 is a
sign that in some sense trees are 4-dimensional objects, and hence will typically not
intersect above eight dimensions. This suggests that for d > 8 lattice trees will have
similar behaviour to the 'mean-field' model of abstract trees embedded in the lattice
with no self-avoidance constraints.

As is the case for the self-avoiding walk , the proof proceeds first by studying gen
erating functions near their closest singularity to the origin, and then uses complex
variable methods to extract the large-n asymptotics of tn and the radius of gyration.
Let Zc = ,\-1, and for IzI S; Zc define the two-point function

Gz(x , y) = L ziTI

T :T3x ,y

(2 .16)

and the susceptibility x(z) = Ex Gz(O,x) . Then in particular, it is shown that
under the hypotheses of the theorem the susceptibility x(z) obeys

x(z) = const. (zc - z) -1/2+ O((zc _ z)-1/2+ f
) (2 .17)

for all complex Izi S; Zc ·

The Fourier transform of th e two-point function plays an important role in the
proof. In particular, an infra-red bound for Gz(k) is obtained . In contrast to the
self-avoiding walk , it has been conjectured (Bovier et al. 1986) that the infra-red
bound fails for lattice trees and animals below eight dimensions, or in other words
that GzJk) diverges more strongly than k- 2 for d < 8.

2.3 . PERCOLATION

In this section we discuss the nearest-neighbour model and the spread-out model
simultaneously. We consider independent bond percolation where the bonds are
the pairs {x , y} of sites with y - x E A. This means that to each bond {x, y} we
associate an independent Bernoulli random variable n{x ,y} which takes the value 1
with probability P and the value 0 with probability 1 - P, where P is a parameter in
the closed interval [0,1]. If n{x,y} = 1 then we say that the bond {x, y} is occupied,
and otherwise we say that it is vacant. A configuration is a realization of the random
variables for all bonds. Given a configur at ion and any two sites x and y, we say that x
and yare connected if there is a self-avoiding walk from x to y consisting of occupied
bonds, or if x = y. We denote by C(x) the random set of sites connected to x, and
denote its cardinality by IC(x)l . For d 2: 2 we denote by Pc E (0,1) the critical
value of p such that the probability B(p) that the origin is connected to infinitely
many sites is zero for p < Pc and strictly positive for p > Pc . General refer ences are
Grimmett (1989) and Kesten (1982) .
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We denote the indicator function of an event E by I[E] and expectation with
resp ect to th e join t distribution of the Bern oulli random variables n {z ,y} by ( . }p.
The two-p oint fun ction Tp(X,y) is defined to be th e probability th at x and y ar e
connecte d:

Tp(X ,y) = (I[x and yare conn ectedjij. . (2.1 8)

This is analogous to the functions Gz(x , y) defined pr eviously for self-avoiding walks
or for lattice trees and animals . For P < Pc th e two-point function is known to decay
exponent ia lly as Ix - yl -+ 00, so that th e correlation length

[
1 ] -1

€(p)=- lim -logTp (O ,(n,O, ... ,O))
n~oo n

(2.19)

(2.20)

is finite and strictly positive. The suscept ibility, or expecte d cluster size, is defined
by

x (p) = L Tp(O ,x) = (IC(O)I)p ·
zEZ d

The sus cep tibility is known to be fini te for P < Pc and to diverge as P / Pc. The
m agnetization is defined by

M(p, h) = 1- L e-hn(I [lC(O) 1= n])p.
1 ~n< oo

The following power laws are believed to hold:

x(p) A 1(pc - p)-"Y as p / Pc,
B(p) A 2(p - Pc)13 as P "" Pc,

M(P c,h) A3h
1/6 as h "" 0,

(IC(0)lm+1 )pj (IC(O)lm)p A4(pc - p)-A as p / Pc, (m=I ,2 , . . .) ,
€(p) A5(pc - p)- v as p/ Pc,

(2.21 )

for some dim ension-dependent amplit udes Ai and critical exponents i, 13, 8, ~ , u .
The next theo rem gives existe nce of th ese crit ical exponent s under certain conditions .
Asymptotic behaviour has not been proved , but rath er relations of the form f (x ) :=
g(x) , m eaning that there are positive const ants Cl, C2 such that c19(x ) :S f(x) :S
c2 g(x) for x sufficiently close to its limiting valu e. The methods used to ob tain
pr ecise asympto tic behaviour for self-avoiding walks and trees made use of th e fact
that for example the susceptibility of th ese models is a power series, and do not
exte nd readily to percola tion.

Theorem 2.7. For the nearest-n eighbour model with d sufficie ntly large (d ~ 19 is
large enough), or for the spread-out model with d » 6 and L suffi ciently large,

x(p) (Pc - »r ' as p / Pc,
B(p) (p - Pc)1 as P "" Pc,

M(Pc,h) h1/2 as i.<; 0,
(Ic(O) Im+1 )pj(IC(O) Im)p (Pc - p)-2 as p/ Pc, (m = 1,2 , .. .),

€(p) (Pc - p)- 1/2 as p/ Pc·
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The 'mean-field' exponents appearing in this theorem are those for percolation on
a tree, where exact calculations can be performed. Theorem 2.7 is a combination of
several results which centre on the triangle condition. The triangle condition is the
statement that the triangle diagram is finite at the critical point, with the triangle
diagram given by

(2.22)

The triangle condition is discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. Aizenman and
Newman (1984) introduced the triangle condition and showed that it implies the
mean-field behaviour x(p) ~ (Pc - p)-l . Barsky and Aizenman (1991) used differ
ential inequalities to prove that the conclusions of the theorem concerning 8(p) and
M(pc, h) follow from the triangle condition. Nguyen (1987) showed that the triangle
condition implies ~ = 2. Then Hara and Slade (1990a) used the lace expansion to
show that the triangle condition holds under the hypotheses of the theorem. No
direct implication for the exponent v is known to follow from the triangle condition,
but Hara (1990) has used the lace expansion to obtain the result of the theorem
concerning the correlation length ~(p).

It follows from the behaviour of 8(p) given in Theorem 2.7 that the percolation
probability is zero at the critical point: 8(pc) = O. Although this is strongly believed
to be true in all dimensions, it has otherwise been proven only for the nearest
neighbour model in two dimensions.

The proof that the triangle condition holds above six dimensions involves proving
the infra-red bound

(2.23)

with a constant which is uniform in p < Pe- The conjectured behaviour here in
general dimensions is again

(2.24)

with "1 determined by Fisher's relation (2.11). However for percolation it has been
conjectured that the infra-red bound is violated ("1 < 0) for some dimensions below
six. The triangle condition is expected not to hold for any d :::; 6.

The lace expansion can also be used to study the high-d behaviour of the critical
point of the nearest-neighbour model, with the result (Hara and Slad e 1993)

(2.25)

This expansion was derived to two further terms in Gaunt and Ruskin (1978), but
with no control on the error term.

2.4 . ORIENTED PERCOLATION

Consider now the case of bond percolation with bonds oriented in one direction.
More precisely, we consider the sites in Zd+l to be of the form (x, n) with x E Zd
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and nEZ, and define an oriented bond to be an ordered pair ((x ,n) , (y, n + 1)),
where Ix - yl = 1 (Euclidean distance in Zd). This defines the bonds of the nearest
neighbour model. For the simplest version of the spread-out model the bonds consist
of all ordered pairs ((x, n), (y, n + 1)) with IIx - YII"" ~ L. In oriented percolation
we declare that each oriented bond is occupied with probability P and is vacant with
probability 1 - p, independently for each bond. Let Tp((X, m) , (y, n)) denote the
probability that there is an oriented path consisting of occupied bonds from (x, m)
to (y, n). This probability is zero unless m < n.

The situation here is in many respects similar to the usual unoriented bond
percolation discussed in the previous section. In fact it is somewhat easier, because
now there is a Markov property: the event that there is an oriented path consisting
of occupied bonds joining (x, m) to (y, n) is ind ependent of the occupation status of
bonds lying below the hyperplane {(w , m) : wE Zd} .

In Nguyen and Yang (1992) it was shown how the lace expansion could be adapted
to apply to oriented percolation , either for the spread-out model above 4 + 1 dimen
sions or for the nearest-neighbour model in sufficiently high dimensions. They proved
that the triangle condition holds in th ese two situations, and thus in combination
with the results of Aizenman and Newman (1984) and Barsky and Aizenman (1991),
obtained (among other results) the following th eorem . In the statement of the theo
rem Pc is of course the crit ical point for oriented percolation , and x(p) and B(p) are
respectively th e expected cluster size and th e percolation probability.

Theorem 2.8. For the nearest-neighbour oriented percolation model in sufficiently
high dimensions, or for the spread-out oriented percolation model with d + 1 > 5 and
L sufficiently large,

x(p) (Pc - p)-l as p / Pc,
B(p) (p-Pc)l as P,,"Pc .

The proof involves using the lace expansion to show that under th e hypotheses
of th e above th eorem oriented percolation can be regarded as a small perturbation
of the corresponding model of simple random walk with steps oriented in one dir ec
tion. Accordingly the infra-red bound must be modifi ed to take the orientation into
account . Let

Tp(k, t) = L Tp((O ,0), (x, n))eik-xeitn,
(x,n )EZd+l

k E [-71" ,71"]d, t E [-71",71"] . (2.26)

Then the infra-red bound used in proving Theorem 2.8, and which holds uniformly
in p < Pc under the hypotheses of the theorem, is

ITp(k, t)1 ~ const. p ~ It I (2.27)

The right side reflects the corresponding behaviour of random walk in the oriented
context .

Theorem 2.8 is at th e level of generating functions . It is possible to go beyond
this by incorporating th e 'fract iona l derivative ' methods of Hara and Slade (l990a) .
In particular, one can study the scaling limit of th e hitting distribution on a distant
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hyperplane {(x, n) : x E Zd} , with n large. In view of the outlook that in high
dimensions at criticality oriented percolation is a small perturbation of a random
walk model, a Gaussian scaling limit is to be expected. To state a th eorem to
this effect at the level of the Fourier transform , recently proved by Nguyen and
Yang (1993), we first define

Zp(k;n) = I: Tp((O, 0), (x, n))ei k ox
. (2.28)

The theorem is stated for all P ::; Pc, but it is at the critical point itself that the
result is most interesting.

Theorem 2.9. For the nearest-neighbour model in sufficiently high dimensions or
for the spread-out model in dimensions d + 1 > 5 with L sufficiently large, for any
P ::; Pc there is a finite positive constant (1; such that

lim Zp(k/0i; n) = e-u;k2/2 .
n .....oo Zp(O; n)

3. Diagrammatic Conditions and the Upper Critical Dimension

This section describes diagrammatic conditions for the self-avoiding walk, lattice
tr ees and animals, and percolation, namely the finiteness of the bubble diagram,
the square diagram, and th e triangle diagram respectively. These diagrammatic
conditions are sufficient conditions for mean-field behaviour for the susceptibility,
and in th e case of percolation also for other quantities. For percolation the triangle
condition remains a necessary ingredient for proving the results of Sections 2.3 and
2.4 . However for self-avoiding walks and lattice trees and animals th e bubble and
square conditions have been superseded by more powerful lace expansion methods.
Nevertheless for each model it is instructive to see how the diagrams appear in the
analysis.

The diagrams arise in differential inequalities for the susceptibility. In th e case
of the self-avoiding walk, the lower bound

Zc
x(z) ~--

Zc - Z
(3.1)

is an immediate consequence of (2.5) and the subadditivity bound Cn ~ Jln = z;n .
A compl ementary upper bound

1
x( z) ::; const.-

Zc - z
(3.2)

is a consequence of the bubble condition, as will be shown below. Together these
bounds give the mean-field behaviour

x(z) := (zc - z)-l, (3.3)

which is only expected to be true above the upp er critical dimension. Similar con
siderations apply for lattice trees and animals and for percolation.
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3.1. THE BUBBLE CONDITION

We restrict attention in this section to the self-avoiding walk. To state the bubble
condition we first introduce the bubble diagram

B(z) = I: Gz (0,X)2.
rez d

(3.4)

The name 'bubble diagram' comes from a Feynman diagram notation in which the
two-point function or propagator evaluated at sites x and y is denoted by a line
terminating at x and y . In this notation

B(z) = ~ °0 x o
where in the diagram on the right it is implicit that one vertex is fixed at the origin
and the other is summed over the lattice. The bubble diagram can be rewritten
in terms of the Fourier transform of the two-point funct ion, using (3.4) and the
Parseval relation, as

(3.5)

The bubble condition is the statement that B(zc) < 00 .

In view of the definition of 7J in (2.9) or (2.10), it follows from (3.5) that the
bubble condition is satisfied provided 7J > ~ (4 - d). Hence the bubble condition
for d > 4 is implied by the infra-red bound 7J ~ 0. If the values for 7J arising from
Fisher's relation and the conjectured values of r and II are correct, then the bubble
condition will not hold in dimensions 2,3 or 4, with the divergence of the bubble
diagram being only logarithmic in four dimensions. The next theorem (Bovier et
al. 1984) shows that the bubble condition implies (3.2) and hence implies (3.3) .

Theorem 3.1. In all dimens ions x(z) ~ zc(zc - z)-l for z E [0, zc). If the bubble
condition is satisfied then there is a corresponding upper bound, and for all z E [0, zc)

Zc (zc)-- ::; x(z) ::; B(zc) -- + 1 .
Zc - Z Zc - Z

Proof. The lower bound in the statement of the theorem is just (3.1), which holds
in all dimensions. So it suffices to prove the upper bound. For this , we begin by
obtaining a lower bound on the derivative of the susceptibility. Once this is achieved,
integration of this differential inequality will give the upper bound in the statement
of the theorem .

The desired lower bound is that for any z E [0, zc),

X(Z)2 I

B(z) - X(z) ::; zx (z) . (3.6)
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To prove this, we begin by noting that below the critical point the derivative of X
can be obtained by term by term differentiation:

zx'(z) =L L Iwlz1w1=L L (Iwl + l)zlw1- X(z). (3.7)
Y wEO(O ,y) y wEO(O ,y)

The summation on the right side can be written

L L L I[w(j) = x for some j]zlw1

y wEO(O ,y) x

L L zlw(1)1+lw(2)II[w(1) nw(2) = {x}]

x ,y w(1) E O(O,x)

w(2) E O(x,y)

Q(z), (3.8)

where I denotes the indicator function . Therefore

zx'(z) = Q(z) - X(z). (3.9)

The next step is to rewrite Q(z) by using the inclusion-exclusion relation in the
form

I[W(I) nw(2) = {x}] = 1- I[w(I) nw(2) =f. {x}] .

This gives

Q(z) = X(z)2 - L L zlw(1)1+lw(2)II[w(I) nw(2) =f. {x}].
x ,y w(1) E O(O,x)

w(2) E O(x ,y)

(3.10)

In the last term on the right side of (3.10), let w = w(2)(I) be the site of th e last
int ersection of w(2) with w(I), where time is measured along w(2) beginning at its
starting point x . Then the portion of w(2) corresponding to times greater than I
must avoid all of w(I) . Relaxing th e restrictions that this portion of w(2) avoid both
the remainder of w(2) and th e part of weI) linking w to x gives th e upp er bound

L L zlw(1 )I+lw(2)II [w(I ) nw(2) =f. {x}]::; Q(z)[B(z) -1],
x,y w(1) E O(O,x)

w(2) E O(x ,y)

(3.11)

as illustrated in Figure 1. Here the factor B(z) - 1 arises from the two paths joining
wand x. The upper bound involves B(z) -1 rather than B(z) since there will be no
contribution here from the x = 0 term in (3.4) . Combining (3.10) and (3.11) gives

Solving for Q(z) gives

Q(z) ~ X(z)2 - Q( z)[B(z) - 1] .

X(Z)2
Q(z) ~ B(z) '

(3.12)
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_Dh < _ D~
AI A~

E

F

Q(z)

[AD] [AD,AB,CD,BD][EF]

Fig.1. A diagrammatic representation of the inequality X(z)2 -Q(z)[B(z)-l) $ Q(z) occurring in
the proof of Theorem 3.1 . The lists of pairs of lines indicate interactions between the propagators,
in the sense that the corresponding walks must avoid each other.

Combining this inequality with (3.9) gives (3.6).
We now integrate (3.6) to obtain the upper bound in the statement of the theo

rem. Let Zl E [0, zc). By (3.6), for z E [Zl' zc) we have

(
dX-

1
) 1 1 1 1

Z -~ 2: B(z) - X(z) 2: B(zc) - X(zI) · (3.13)

We bound the factor of z on the left side by Zc and then integrate from Zl to Zc .
Using the fact that X(zc)-l = 0 by (3.1) , this gives

Rewriting gives
2z c - Zl

X(zI) :::; B(zc) ,
Zc - Zl

which is the desired upper bound on th e susceptibility.

(3.14)

(3.15)

o

3.2 . THE SQUARE CONDITION

For lattice tr ees and animals one can argue similarly, and we just summarize th e
result for tr ees. Again for concreteness we consider only the nearest-neighbour case,
although th ere are no difficulties in dealing with greater generality.

We first define the square diagram by

(3.16)

where G z(x , y) is the two-point function defined in (2.16). The square condition
states that S(zc) < 00, and will be satisfi ed for «» 8 if Gzc(k) :::; const .k-2 . The
following theorem (Bovier et al. 1986, Tasaki 1986, Tasaki and Hara 1987) shows
the relevance of the square condition .

Theorem 3.2. For all d , X(z) 2: const . (zc - z)-1/2 for 0 :::; z :::; Zc. If the square
condition is satisfied th en th e reverse inequality also holds, and hence

(3.17)
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xyy XV yX"'Y<y X,,«y Xyy
G' (:" )~I - ':1 - 0r - 01 :;; G.(O." y):;; 0

Fig. 2. The skeleton inequality for lattice trees. Each line represents a two-point function and
unlabell ed vertices are summed over.

Proof Again , we start with an expression for the derivative of X. By definition,

dX(z)
z - 

dz
= EzdGzd~'x) = E E ITlzlTI

x x T30,x

E E ziTI - X(z) == E Gz(O , X , y) - X(z),
x ,Y T30,x ,y x ,y

(3.18)

(3.19)

where th e last identity defines the three-point function . Using inclusion-exclusion ,
the three-point function can be bounded according to th e 'skeleton inequality' illus
trated in Figure 2. This leads to th e estimate

X(z )3 [Gz(~ , 0)2 - 3[S(z) - 1]] - X(z) ~ z d~~z) ~ X(z)3.

With some care! this differential inequality can be integrated to obtain the lower
bound on X stated in the th eorem, and also a corresponding upp er bound if S(zc) <
1 + [3Gz c(0 ,0)]-2 . This argument can be strengthened to prove (3.17) under th e
weaker hypothesis S(zc) < 00 by using an argument of Aizenman (1982) ; Lemma
3.6 below treats the analogous problem for percolation. 0

3 .3 . THE TRIANGLE CONDITION

It is known from the results of Chayes and Chayes (1987) and Tasaki (1987) that th e
upp er critical dimension of percolation is at least six. In brief, they proved critical
exponent inequalities, such as dv 2: 2~ -" assuming th e exponents exist. Inserting
the mean-field values, = 1, ~ = 2, II = ~ (corresponding to percolation on a tree),
we see that for d < 6 th e inequality is not satisfied and hence at least one of these
exponents cannot take on its mean-fi eld value.

On the other hand , the triangle condition is a diagrammatic sufficient condition
for mean-fi eld behaviour, which is known under some circumstances to hold for d > 6
(see Theorem 2.7). The triangl e diagram is defined by

(3.20)

and th e triangl e condition is th e statement that T(p c) < 00. For d > 6 the infra-red
bound is a sufficient condition for th e triangle condition, and for d ~ 6 the triangle

1 Care is required to deal with the p ossibility that X(z)-l has a di scontinuity at z;:.
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condition is believed to be violated. Our present goal is to prove the following
theorem due to Aizenman and Newman (1984). Further consequences of the triangle
condition are obtained in Barsky and Aizenman (1991) and Nguyen (1987) .

Theorem 3.3. For all d ~ 2, x(p) ~ const. (Pc- P)-1 for 0 :s: P < Pc . If the triangle
condition is satisfied then the corresponding upper bound also holds, and hence

x(p):::::: (Pc - p)-1 as p /' Pc. (3.21)

Before beginning, we collect several definitions needed here as well as in Sec
tion 4.3. We will make use below of Russo's formula and the BK and FKG inequal
ities; proofs of these can be found in Grimmett (1989).

Definition 3.4. (a) A bond is an unordered pair of distinct sites {x, y} with y - x E
A. A directed bond is an ordered pair (x, y) of distinct sites with y - x EA. A path
from x to y is a self-avoiding walk from x to y, considered to be a set of bonds. Two
paths are disjoint if they have no bonds in common (they may have common sites).
Given a bond configuration, an occupied path is a path consisting of occupied bonds.
(b) Given a bond configuration , two sit es x and yare connected if there is an occupied
path from x to y or if x = y . We denote by C(x) the random set of sites which
are connected to x . Two sites x and yare doubly-connected if there are at least two
disjoint occupied paths from x to y or if x = y . We denote by Dc(x) the random
set of sites which are doubly-connected to x . Given a bond {u , v} and a bond
configuration, we define C{u,v}(x) to be the set of sites which remain connected to
x in the new configuration obtained by setting the occupation status of {u, v} to be
vacant.
(c) Given a set of sites A C ~d and a bond configuration, two sites x and yare
connected in A if there is an occupied path from x to y having all of its sites in A
(so in particular it is required that x, yEA), or if x = yEA. Two sites x and yare
connected through A if they are connected in such a way that every occupied path
from x to y has at least one bond with an endpoint in A , or if x = yEA.
(d) We denote by 6A (x ) the random set of sit es connected to x in ~d\A . The
restricted two-point function is defined by

r:(x , y) = (I[x and yare connected in ~d\A])p = (I [y E 6A (x )])p.

(e) Given a bond configuration, a bond {u, v} (occupied or not) is called pivotal for
the connection from x to y if (i) either x E C(u) and y E C(v), or x E C(v) and
y E C(u), and (ii) y ~ C{u,v}(x). Similarly a directed bond (u, v) is pivotal for the
connection from x to y if x E C{u,v}(u) , y E C{u,v}(v) and y ~ C{u,v}(x); this event
will be denoted E1(x , (u, v), V) . If x and yare connected then there is a natural order
to the set of occupied pivotal bonds for the connection from x to y (assuming there
is at least one occupied pivotal bond), and each of these pivotal bonds is directed in
a natural way, as follows. The first pivotal bond from x to y is the directed occupied
pivotal bond (u, v) such that u is doubly-connected to x. If (u, v) is the first pivotal
bond for the connection from x to y, then the second pivotal bond is the first pivotal
bond for the connection from v to y, and so on.
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····
X o--qro--9 Y

..i 1. i .

Fig. 3 . The event E2 (x, y; A) . The line segments represent the pivotal bonds for the connection
from x to y, and the circles represent clusters with no such pivotal bonds. The dotted lines represent
the sites in A, which need not be connected.

o
··A. .......................... .

X

Fig. 4. The event of Lemma 3 .5 , that E2 (0, U; A) occurs and (u, v) is occupied and pivotal for the
connection from 0 to x . There is no restriction on intersections between A and C{u ,v} (x) .

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is based on uniform upper and lower bounds on
X'(p)/X(p)2 , much as in th e proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. However for percolation
the situation is more compl ex. For simplicity we consider only the nearest-neighbour
model, although th ere is no difficulty in generalizing the argument . The proof makes
use of two lemmas, whose proofs are deferred to the end of this section.

The first lemma will be stated in greater generality th an what is needed here , for
later use in deriving the lace expansion for percolation. For this greater generality,
given sit es X, y and a set of sit es A we define the event E2(x, y; A) to be th e event
that (i) X is connected to y through A and (ii) there is no pivotal bond for th e
connection from X to y whose first endpoint is connected to x through Ai see Figure 3.
In particular, E2(x, Yi A) includes th e event that x and yare doubly-connected and
connected through A. Observe that taking A = {y}, the event E2( x , y;{y}) is simply
the event that x is connected to y; th is special case serves th e needs of this section.In
addition, taking A = z-, the event E2(x, y; Z d) is precisely the event that y E Dc(x).

Lemma 3.5. 2 Given a nonempty set of sites A and a site u, let E2 = E2(0, u;A) .
Let p < Pc . Then

(I[E2]I[(u, v) is occupied and pivotal for the connection from 0 to x])p

= p(I[E2] r:{v .Vj(O)(v, x)}p . (3.22)

2 This lemma correspon ds to Lemma 2.1 of Hara and Slade (1990a) and corrects an error in that
lemma: the class of even ts in the statement of Lemma 2.1 was too large. However the conclusion
of the lemma was correct for the class of events to which it was applied.
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In par ticular , for E 2 = E 2(0 , u; {u}) it follows from th e lemma that

(I[E1(0 , (u , v), x )])p = (l[u E C(O)]T; {· ··}(O)(v, x ))p . (3.23)

T he second lemma will enable us to st rengt hen a prelimin ary attempt to prove
Theorem 3.3.

Lemma 3.6. For lui = 1 and A == {x E Z d : IIxlioo ~ R} :> {O , u} , (R ~ 1), there
exists (A > 0 such that

C ( ) • A
(1[0 E C(X)]Tp {O, . } r (u ,y))p ~ ( A (I [0 E C(X)]T; (r)(u, y))p. (3.24)

Proof of Th eorem 3.3.3 By Russo's formula (a finit e volume argument is required
here) ,

dX
dp

dL dTp(O , x) = L L (I[E 1(0, (u , v), X)])p
r P r (u,lJ)

L L (1[E1(x, (0, u) , y)])p ,
r ,Y lul=l

(3.25)

(3.26)L L (I[O E C(x) ]T;{o.• }(r) (u, y))p
r ,Y lul=l

L L [Tp( X,O)Tp(U, y) - (1[0 E C{x)] h(u, y) - T; {o,.} (r ) (u , y)])J
r ,Y lul=l

2dX(p) 2 - L L (1[0 E C(X)][Tp(U, y) - T; {o.•}(r)(u,y)]\ .
r ,Y lul=l

where in th e first line th e sum over (u,v) is the sum over directed nearest-neighb our
bonds, and in th e second line tra nslat ion invariance was used to shift 0 to the pivot al
bond. By (3.25) and (3.23) we have

dX
dp

We seek bounds on the summation on the right side. For th is we first note that
th e difference of two-point funct ions is exact ly the probabil ity that u is connected to
y through C{O ,u}(x ), and hence in particular is non-negative. For an upp er bound , we
note tha t when u is connected to y through C{O,u}(x ) there must be a v E C{O,u}(x)
which is connected to u and y by disjoint paths . By the BK inequali ty, th e probability
of such a configur at ion is bounded above by Tp(U ,V)Tp(V, y). (In deriving the lace
expansion we will require an identity rather than a bound for thi s probability ; see
Lemma 4.1 below.) Summing over all possible v E C{O,u}(x) and overcounting gives
th e bound

(I[O E C(x )]h(u , y) - T;{o,.} (r )(u , y)])p ~ (I[O E C{x )] I: Tp(U, V)Tp(V, y))p
lJEC (r)

= I: (1[0 , v E C(x )])pTp(U ,V)Tp (V , y). (3.27 )
lJ

3 A co rrect proof involv es working first in fini t e volume and th en taking a limi t , but we shall
ske tch only the main ideas and overlook this . Our discussion is d eficien t in this respect; see
Aizenman and Newm an (1984) for a more careful treatmen t .
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Fig. 5. A schematic representation of the upper bounds (3.27)-(3.28). The dotted lines denote
sites in C{O,u} (x), while the solid line denotes a connection from u to y through C{O,u} (x).

For any configuration in which 0 and v are connected to z , there must be a site w
such that there are disjoint connections between 0 and w, v and w, and x and w.
By the BK inequality, this implies that the right side of (3.27) is bounded above by

(3.28)
v ,w

The geometry of the above inequality is depicted in Figure 5. By symmetry, this
gives

(3.29)

where el denotes the unit vector along the first coordinate direction .
With some care integration of the above bound would yield (3.21) if T(pc) were

less than 1 (and the lower bound x(p) ~ const . (Pc - p)-l in any case), since

L rp(O, w)rp(w, v)rp(v, et} = J(~:~deiklT(k? :::; T(p)
w,v

(3.30)

(it is known that Tp(k) ~ 0) . But in fact T(p) is always greater than 1, due to the
presence of rp(O, 0)3 = 1 in the sum . This difficulty is resolved using Lemma 3.6,
which instead of Lemma 3.6 gives

dX AA

-d > fA L L (I[O E C(x)] r; (r}(u, Y))p ,p-
r,Y lul=l

(3.31)

with A any finite set of sites containing 0 and u. Now the expectation on the right is
dealt with much as before, but with CA(x) playing the role of C{O ,u}(x). This gives

(3.32)

When T(pc) < 00, the sum on the right can be made arbitrarily small, so in particular
less than one , by taking the radius R of A sufficiently large . 0
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Proof of Lemma 3.5. The event app earing in the left side of (3.22) is depicted in
Figure 4. The proof is by conditioning on C{u,v}(O), which is the connected cluster
of the origin which remains aft er declaring the bond {u, v} to be vacant. This cluster
is finite with probability one, since P < Pc.

We first observe that the event that E2 occurs and (u, v) is pivotal (for the
connection from 0 to x) is independent of the occupation status of the bond (u, v).
Therefore th e left side of the identity in the statement of the lemma is equal to

p(I[E2]I[(u , v) is pivotal for the connection from 0 to x]}p.

By conditioning on C{u,v}(O) , (3.33) is equal to

p L (I[E 2 occurs , (u, v) is pivotal, C{u,v}(O) = S])p ,
5 :530

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

where th e sum is over all finite sets of sit es S containing O.
In (3.34), the statement that (u, v) is pivotal can be replaced by the statement

that v is connected to x in &:;d\S. This event depends only on the occupation status
of the bonds which do not have an endpoint in S. On the other hand , the event E2 is
determined by the occupation status of bonds which have an endpoint in C{u,v}(O).
Similarly, th e event that C{u,v}(O) = S depends on the values of nb only for bonds
b which have one or both endpoints in S. Hence th e event that both E2 occurs and
C{u,v}(O) = S is ind ependent of th e event that v is connected to x in &:;d\ S, and
th erefore (3.34) is equal to

p L (I[E 2 occurs and C{u,v}(O) = S])p r;(v, x).
5 :530

Bringing th e restricted two-point function inside the expectation, replacing the su
perscript S by C{u,v}(O), and performing the sum over S , (3.35) is equal to

(3.36)

This compl etes th e proof. 0

Proof of Lemma 3.6. The natural inequality here is th e reverse of (3.24) , since
given a bond configuration th e fact that {O, u} C A implies C{O,u}(x) J tA(x)
and hence rC{o.~}(x)(u, y) :::; r CA(x)(u, y). Following Lemma 6.3 of Aizenman and
Newman (1984), we show that a reversed inequality (3.24) can be obtained at the
cost of a small constant fA .

We define three events :

EI EI(x , (0, u), y) = {O E C(x) and u is connected to y in &:; d\ C{O,u}(x )},

F {O E C(x) and u is connected to y in &:;d\ t A(x )},

G = {C(x) n A:f <p, C(y) n A:f <p , and tA(x) n tA(y) = <p} .

By definition G J E I , F , so

Prob(Et} = Prob(G) Prob(EI IG) ~ Prob(F) Prob(El IG), (3.37)
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where Probf) = (I[ .]}p and Prob(E1 IG) is a conditional probability.
The event G depends only on bonds having at least one endpoint not in A. And

given that G occurs, there is always at least one configuration of bonds having both
endpoints within A such that E 1 occurs. Therefore

Prob(E1 IG) ~ (min{p, 1- p})#{bondswithin A} == fA,

and hence by (3.37)

(3.38)

Prob(EI) ~ fAProb(F) . (3.39)

By (3.23), Prob(EI) = (1[0 E C(x )]1{lo,.) (r)(u , Y)}p . Hence it suffices to show that"

(3.40)

Conditioning on CA(x) , as in the proof of Lemma 3.5 we have

Prob(F) = L Prob(CA(x) =S) (3.41)
S :S3r

xProb(O E C(x), u is connected to y in 'Ed\ S ICA(x) = S) .

The events {O E C(x)} and {u is connected to yin 'Ed\ S} are not independent, but
they do depend only on tho se bonds which do not touch S and on those which
connect S to A . Restricted to this set of bonds, th e two events are increasing.
Hence by th e FKG inequality

Prob(F) ~ L Prob(CA(x) =S) Prob(O E C(x) ICA(x) =S)
S :S3r

X Prob(u is connected to yin 'Ed\ S ICA(x) = S)

L Prob(CA(x) =S) Prob(O E C(x) ICA(x) =S) rS(u , y) , (3.42)
S :S 3 r

where th e independence of the events {u is connected to y in 'Ed\ S} and {CA(x) =
S} was used in th e last st ep. This gives (3.40) as in the proof of Lemma 3.5. 0

4. The Lace Expansion

In this section the derivation of th e lace expansion is described for the various models.
Bounds on the expansion and th e proof of convergence of th e expansion are similar
for each model , and these two issues are discussed only for the self-avoiding walk.

4.1. THE SELF-AvOIDING WALK

The lace expansion shows that above four dimensions th e self-avoiding walk is a
small perturbation of simple random walk. This is exhibited at the level of th e
Fouri er transform of the two-p oint function , by showing that GzJk) has th e same

4 This corrects a claim in Aizenman and Newman (1984) that (3.40) is an id entity rather than
an in equality.
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k- 2 behaviour near the origin as simple random walk . The lace expansion provides
an explicit formula for Gz(k) which demonstrates this comparison. We first derive
the expansion without concern for convergence issues, and then discuss bounds and
convergence afterwards. For simplicity we restrict attention here to the nearest
neighbour model, although no real complications arise with more general steps.

4.1.1. Derivation of the Expansion
The lace expansion can be derived in two ways: via a kind of cluster expansion
of a type that is well known in statistical mechanics and constructive quantum
field theory, or via a repeated application of the inclusion-exclusion relation. These
two approaches give the same result . Here we shall follow the inclusion-exclusion
approach , which may appeal more to intuition but which has the drawback that it
is less explicit in providing precise formulas . The lace expansion produces a linear
convolution equation for Gz(x, V), which can then be solved by taking the Fourier
transform. This convolution equation is reminiscent of a multi-dimensional renewal
equation .

Let n(O)(x, y) denote the set of all simple random walks (with no self-avoidance
constraint) of any length, which begin at x and end at y . Then if we define

Cz(x,y) = L zlwl,
wEO(O)(r,y)

for complex z with Izl:S (2d)-I, and set D(k) = d- 1'L.f=1 cos kj , we have

, 1
Cz(k) = 1 _ 2dzD(k) '

The corresponding formula for the self-avoiding walk will be

, 1
Gz(k) = 1 _ 2dzD(k) - IT z(k) ,

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4 .3)

where IT z (k) will be defined via th e lace expansion and in high dimensions will be
controlled for all k and for Izi :S Ze .

The first step in deriving the expansion is to extract the term in (2.4) correspond
ing to a walk which takes no steps:

00

Gz(O ,x) = bO,r + Lcn(o,x)zn .
n=1

Next, we argue that for n ~ 1,

(4.4)

Cn(O,x)= L [Cl(O,y)Cn-l(y,X)- L 1[0 EW1] . (4.5)
y :lyl=1 WEOn_l(y,r)

In fact this just follows by inclusion-exclusion: the first term on th e right side counts
all walks from 0 to x which are self-avoiding after the first step, and the second
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L 1[OEw]= L
wEO.. (y ,r) m=l

subtracts th e contribution overcounted in the first term , due to walks which are
self-avoiding apart from a single return to the origin.

Since Cl(O , y) = 1 for Iyl = 1, substitution of (4.5) into (4.4) gives

00

Gz(O,x)=c5o,r + z L Gz(Y,x)- L Lzn+1 L 1[0 EW]. (4.6)
y:lyl=l y:lyl=l n=O wEO ..(y, r)

The second term on the right side is a convolution with Gz , and we wish to writ e
the last term on the right side also as a convolution.

For this purpose, we now apply the inclusion-exclusion relation to the last term on
the right side of (4.6), as follows. Let m be th e first (and only) time that w(m) = O.
Then

n

L 1[w(l) n w(2) = {O}]

w(1) E Om(Y , 0)
w(2) E O.._m(O ,r)

= t [cm(y, O)Cn-m(O, x) - L 1[W(l) nW(2 ) :f. {a}]] .
m =l w(1 ) E Om (y ,O)

w(2 ) E O .._ m( O,r)

The number cm(y,0) can be thought of as the number of (m + l j-step walks which
step from the origin directly to y , th en return to the origin in m steps , and which
have distinct vertices apart from the fact that they return to th eir starting point.
Let Um denote the set of all m-step self-avoiding loops at the origin (m-step walks
which begin and end at th e origin but which otherwise have distinct vertices), and
let U m be the cardinality of Um . Then in view of th e above equat ion,

00

L L zn+ 1 L 1[0 E w]
y:lyl=l n=O wEO.. (y ,r )

(f umzm) Gz(O , x) - L L zm+n1[w(l) n w(2) :f. {O}] .
m=2 m ~ 2 w(1) E u.;

n ~ 0 w(2) E O.. (O,r)

Thus we have partially achieved our goal of writing the last term on the right side of
(4.6) as a convolution equation: th e first term on the right side above is a particularly
simple convolution of th e two-point function with th e constant (as a function of x)
~oo mum=2 umz .

Continuing in this fashion , in th e last term on the right side of th e above equation
let ml ~ 1 be the first time along w(2) that w(2 )(ml) E w(l ), and let v = w(2 )(mt).
Then th e inclusion-exclusion relation can be applied again to remove the avoidance
between th e portions of w(2 ) before and aft er ml, and correct for this removal by the
subtraction of a term involving a further intersection . Repetition of this procedure
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leads to the convolution equation

Gz(O, x) = 80 ,., + Z L Gz(y, x) +L IIz(O, v)Gz(v, x),
yEO t!

where the 'irreducible' two-point function Il, (0, X) is given by

00

IIz(O, V) = L(-I)NII~N)(O,Vl,

N=1

111

(4.7)

(4.8)

with II~N\O, v) non-negative and defined as follows. The N = 1 term is given by
00

II~l)(O,v) = 80 ,t! L umzm == 80, t! 00
m=2

The N = 2 term is

II~2>(0,v)=fr[fzmi . L ]I(W(1),W(2),W(3»),
.=1 mi=1 w(')EOmi (O,t!)

where I(w(1),w(2), w(3») is equal to 1 if the w(i) are pairwise mutually avoiding apart
from their common endpoints, and otherwise is equal to O. Diagrammatically this
can be represented by

where each line represents a sum over self-avoiding walks between the endpoints of
the line, weighted by zm, with mutual avoidance between the three pairs of lines in
the diagram. Similarly

where now there is mutual avoidance between some but not all pairs of lines in the
diagram. The unlabeled vertex is summed over z-. A slashed propagator is used to
indicate a walk which may have zero length, i.e., be a single site, whereas propagators
without a slash correspond to walks of at least one step . All the higher order terms
can be expressed as diagrams in this way. With some care it is possible to discern
the pattern of which pairs of lines are mutually avoiding in these diagrammatic
expressions, but this is perhaps better understood in the cluster expansion approach,
where analytic expressions are used to define the diagrams. For our present purposes
it is not important which lines avoid each other, because all such mutual avoidance
among lines will be neglected in the upper bounds we will use to estimate the
diagrams. Note that neglecting mutual avoidance allows additional configurations,
and hence gives an upper bound in x-space for non-negative z .
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Using translation invariance, and the fact that the Fourier transform of a con
volution is the product of Fourier transforms, taking the Fourier transform of (4.7)
and solving for az(k) gives

where

, 1
Gz(k) = , ,

1- 2dzD(k) - IIz(k)

00

(4.9)

flz(k) = 2)_1)NfI~N)(k). (4.10)
N=l

Of course, up to now there is no guarantee that this expansion is convergent. Conver
gence will be discussed in Section 4.1.3, but first we shall indicate how it is possible
to estimate the diagrams involved in Il, in terms of the two-point function itself.
Because the goal is to show that (4.9) behaves like k- 2 for z = Zc , we will work in
terms of the Fourier transform.

4.1 .2. Bounds on fl z(k)
In this section we show how n, (k) can be bounded in terms of norms of the two
point function , such as the bubble diagram. Let z ~ O. The easiest contribution to
estimate is th e one-loop diagram fI~l)(k), which is given by

00

fI~l)(k) = L L zlwl = z L Gz(Y , O)
m=2 wEUm y:lyl=l

and hence
IfI~l>Ck)1 s 2dz sup Gz(O, x) .

x;tO

Writing 11 ·11 00 for the x-space supremum norm

11111 00 = sup lJ(x)1,
xElZd

and introducing

{
Gz(x, y) x:f. Y

Hz(x, y) = Gz(x , y) - bx,y = 0 x = y,

(4.12) can be rewritten as

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(In view of th e translation invariance of Hz , in writing norms of Hz we mean norms
of the function Hz (0, .) of a single variable.) It is likely that little has been lost in
this estimate, as the supremum is probably attained at a neighbour of the origin .

For fI~2)(k) , we first use the fact that all lines in the diagram representing Il , (0, x)
must take at least one step , and hence there is no contribution from x = 0, to obtain

IfI~2)(k)1 ~ L II~2)(0, x).
x;to

(4.16)
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Let 1I ·lIp denote the z-space LP-norm
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(4.17)

Neglecting the fact that the three lines in the diagram representing rr~2\0, x) mu
tually avoid, but not that each line is itself self-avoiding, gives the bound

Therefore by definition of the bubble diagram in (3.4),

IllF)(k)\ ~ IIHzlI~ ~ IIHzlloolIHzlI~ = 11Hz 1100 [B(z) - 1].

(4.18)

(4.19)

The role of th e bubble diagram in upper bounds now becomes apparent.
Higher order terms can be bounded similarly, using a bit more care than for the

N = 2 case, with the result that

(4.20)

It will also be necessary to obtain bounds on

00
llz(O) - llz(k) = :L(-l)N[ll~N)(O) - ll~N)(k)]

N=2

(4.21)

(there is no k dependence for N = 1). This can be bounded in terms of the quantity
I:x x~rr~N)(O,x) , which is closely related to the second derivative of ll~N) with
respect to kw For the two-loop diagram, we have

(4.22)

This bound provides an indication of the critical nature of d = 4, in the following
way. Assuming that the infra-red bound 1] 2:: 0 is indeed valid, then B(zc) is finite
for d > 4. The infra-red bound is morally the statement that the critical two-point
function decays at least as fast as IxI 2- d , so that for d > 4 (4.22) will be finite at the
critical point, and hence so will I:x x~rr~:)(O,x) . For models with a suitable weak
interaction , such as the nearest-neighbour model in sufficiently high dimensions, or a
sufficiently spread-out model above four dimensions the quantity B(zc)-l will be not
only finite but small, and will be the small parameter responsible for convergence of
the expansion. Thus the distinction between Hz and Gz is crucial, as IIGzcll~ = B(zc)
is not a small parameter.

Higher order terms can be handled in a similar fashion, and with a careful use of
symmetry we obtain the bound

00
ll z(O)-llz(k) = :L(-l)Nrr~N)(O,x)[l-cosk .x]

N=2
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00

> -l)ITFi+1)(O) - IT~2i+l)(k)]

j=l
00

> -d[l- D(k)lIIxiHzll oo LU + 1?IIHzlI~i+lIlGzlI~j-l . (4.23)
j=l

4.1.3. Convergence of the Expansion
In this section we sketch a proof, based on the method of Slade (1987), that there is a
constant I< such that for th e nearest-neighbour model in sufficiently high dimensions,

(4.24)

In particular, B(zc) = 1+ IIHzcll~ < 00 and the bubble condition is satisfied. The
infra-red bound will be obtained in the course of th e proof. For simple random walk
the analogous behaviour can be proved without difficulty, and in fact the constant
I< above can be taken to be the smallest constant I< such that the bounds

(4.25)

(4.26)II [1~~J' II, + II [;a~~:311, ~U'

(here 81' == 8j8kl') hold for all d ~ 5. Since Hz(O, x) ::; C1/(2d)(O, x) for all z E
[0, Ij(2d)), the bounds (4.24) hold when Zc is replaced by z E [0, Ij(2d)] . It is near
the critical point that some work is required.

To prove (4.24) it is sufficient to obtain uniform bounds on the norms on the
left sides, for all z < zc. So let us fix an activity z E [lj(2d), zc)' Suppose for the
moment that we had bounds on IIx~Hzlloo and IIHzll2 that were a bit worse than
(4.24), say with the constant factor 2 weakened to a factor 3. Then it would be
possible to improve these weak bounds to the stronger bounds with factor 2, by
arguing as follows. Defining Fz(k) == Gz(k)-l, the first step is to use (4.9) to write

A 1 1

Gz(k) = [Fz(k) _ Fz(O)] + Fz(O) = Fz(O) + 2dz[1 - D(k)] + ITz(O) - ITz(k)'
(4.27)

The term Fz(O) in the denom inator is handled by noting that Fz(O) = X(z)-l > O.
For ITz(O)-iL (k) , if we had th e weak bounds, then for large d we could argue that the
right side of (4.23) is dominated by the first term, which would be O(d- 3

/
2)[1- D( k)]

and hence a small correction to the simple random walk term 1 - D(k). The factor
2dz in (4.27) is bounded below by 1 for z E [lj(2d), zc). This means that given the
weak bounds, we have the infra-red bound

(4.28)

and this can then be used to obtain bounds on the norms appearing in (4.24) which
are just slightly worse than the corresponding critical simple random walk bounds
(hence the factor 2) .

In the above we have assum ed weak bounds to obtain stronger bounds. This
shows that there is a forbidden region in the graphs of 11Hz112 and IIx;Hzlloo versus
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Fig. 6. Decomposition of a tree T containing sites x and y into its backbone and ribs Ro, ...,Rs.
The vertices of the backbone are indicated by heavy dots.

z , namely the region where the weak bounds hold but the strong ones fail. Since
these norms are continuous functions of z < Zc, and since the weak bounds hold
for z ::; 1/(2d) , they therefore must also hold for all z < zc, and we are done . In
addition, the weak bounds imply the strong bounds, and hence imply the infra-red
bound as above .

The above argument can be carried out, with considerable elaboration, for d 2:: 5.
The infra-red bound implies the bubble condition, which gives the conclusion of
Theorem 3.1. Sufficient control of fIz(k) can be obtained to prove the stronger
results of Section 2.1. For lattice trees and animals, and for percolation, the proof of
convergence of the expansion has the same structure as that outlined in this section.

Finally we mention that (2.12) can be obtained by using X(zc)-l = 1 - 2dzc 
fIzJO) = o.
4.2 . LATTICE TREES AND ANIMALS

For lattice trees and animals it is not immediately obvious how to adapt the lace
expansion , since trees and animals are not one-dimensional structures. There is
however a sense in which they are one-dimensional, in high dimensions. Consider
the two-point function for trees:

Gz(x,y) = L z iTI .

T :T3x ,y

(4.29)

Given two distinct sites x, y and a tree T:3 x, y, the backbone ofT is defined to be the
unique path, consisting of bonds of T, which joins x to y . Sites in the backbone are
labeled consecutively from x to y . For a tree with an n-bond backbone, removal of
the bonds in th e backbone disconnects th e tree into n + 1 mutually non-intersecting
trees Ro, ... , R n , which we refer to as ribs. This decomposition is shown in Figure 6.
The rib generating function , or one-point function Gz(O,O) = LT:T30 ziTI is equal
to Ln(n + 1)tnz" . For B = ~ this will be finite at the critical point, and in this
sense trees can be considered to be one-dimensional structures in high dimensions.
The lace expansion allows them to be treated as a perturbation of simple random
walk.

The expansion can be performed by repeated use of inclusion-exclusion, as was
done for self-avoiding walks. This begins by turning off th e interaction between the
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x

oLD

Fig. 7. The two generic types of rib intersection oc curring at the two-loop level, and the Feynman

diagrams bounding the corresponding con tr ib u t ions to n~2) (0 , x) .

rib at x and all subsequent ribs , to obtain a simple convolution term. Then there
is a correction term in which at least one intersection is required between the rib at
x and som e subsequent rib . In this term there must be a first rib which intersects
the rib at x, and to obtain a convolution the interaction is turned off between all
ribs following and preceding this first rib . This involves a further correction term
with further intersections, and so on . A quantity like IT z (0, x) for self-avoiding walks
aris es, but for tr ees this is estimated in terms of the square diagram rather than the
bubble diagram. It is through controlling this analogue of IT z (0, x) that the critical
behaviour is accessed. The generic intersections and resulting Feynman diagrams
are illustrated in Figure 7 for the second order contribution to ITAO, x) . Avoidance
constraints between distinct diagram lines can be neglected in upper bounds.

For lattice animals there is not a unique backbone as there is for tr ees. To modify
the notion of backbone to suit lattice animals , we first introduce some definitions.
A lattice an imal A containing x and y is said to have a doubl e connection from x to
y if th ere are two disjoint (i.e., sharing no common bond) self-avoiding walks in A
between x and y or if x = y . A bond {u , v} in A is called pivotal for the connection
from x to y ifits removal would disconnect the animal into two connected components
with x in one connected component and y in the other.

Given two sites x , y and an animal A containing x and y, the backbone of A
is now defined to be the set of pivotal bonds for the connection from x to y. In
general this backbone is not connected. The ribs of A are the connected components
which remain aft er th e removal of the backbone from A . An example is depicted in
Figure 8. One can then produce a lace expansion based on the inclusion-exclusion
relation, as was done for trees . Again the square diagram plays a basic role in the
estimates. Further details can be found in Hara and Slade (1990b, 1992c).

4.3. PERCOLATION

For percolation the basic idea behind the expansion is similar to that underlying the
expansion for lattice animals. Suppose that P < Pc, so that the connected cluster of
the origin is finit e with probability one. Given a configuration in which °and x are
connected, the connected bond cluster of the origin is a lattice animal containing the
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Fig. 8 . Decomposition of a la t t ice animal A containing x and y into backbone and ribs Do, D 1 , D2 •

The backbone, consisting of two bonds, is drawn in bold lines.

sit es 0 and x. T he occupi ed pivotal bonds divide the cluster into doubly-connected
ribs, as in Figure 8. No two of th ese pieces can share a common site, so there is
a kind of ' repulsive interaction' between these pieces. However the situation is not
as simple as it was for lat t ice animals , because th e pieces interact also when they
share a common boundary bond , due to the factors of 1 - p associated with th e
uno ccupied boundary bonds.

We shall consid er th e percolation clust er to be like a self-avoiding walk , whose
st eps correspond to the pivotal bonds and whose sites are the intervening doubly
connected clusters . The first task is to extract the contribution due to th e zero-step
walk , which in th e percolation context corresponds to th e event that 0 and x are
doubly-connected. Thus we have

Tp(O , x) = (I[x E Dc(O)]}p + (I[x E C(O), x ¢ Dc(O)]}p (4.30)

(see Definition 3.4 for definitions used in this section; we tr eat th e nearest-neighbour
and spread-out models simultaneously) . If 0 is connected to z , but not doubly, th en
th ere is a pivotal bond for th e connection from 0 to x and hence a first pivotal bond ,
so th at

Tp(O, x) = (I[x E Dc(O)]}p

+ L (I[x E C(O), (u, v) is the first pivotal bond])p.
(u,v)

(4.31)

To proc eed further, we need a way of writing the last term on the right side as a
convolution with Tp . This is achieved using Lemma 3.5.

We apply Lemma 3.5 to th e second term on the right side of (4.31) , with E2 =
E2(0 , u;Zd) = {u E Dc(O)} . The summand in this term is equal to the probability
that 0 is doubly-conn ected to u and (u , v) is occupied and pivotal for th e connection
from 0 to x . Hence by th e lemma it is equal to

(4.32)
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To extract a term involving a convo lution with Tp from t his quantity, we wr it e

T:I • .vj (O)(V, x) = Tp(V,x) - [Tp(V , x) - T:{· ,vj (O)( v , x)].

Using (4 .32) and (4 .33) in (4.31) , we obtain

Tp(O , x) = (I[x E Dc(O)]}p + PL (I[u E Dc(O)]}pTp(V, x)
(u ,v )

- P L (I[u E Dc(O)]{Tp(V, x) - T:I., vj(O\v , x)}} p.
(u ,u}

(4 .33)

(4.34)

The above equati on gives the lowest order expansion with remainder . We abbre
viate the notation by writing

and

gp(O , x) = (I[x E Dc(O)]}p (4 .35)

(4.36)R~O )(O , x ) = P L (I[u E Dc(O)]{Tp(V, x ) - T:I • .vj (O)( v, x)} }p.
(u,v)

We den ote by D the fun cti on on :l:d which takes the value IAI- 1 a t sites in A and
ot herwise is zero ; here IAI denotes the cardinality of t he set A. Then (4.34) can be
rewrit ten as

(4.37)

where * denotes convolution: f*g(x) =L y f(x-y)g(y). To proceed further, we will

use the following lemma to expand the remainder term R~O)(0, x). For the statement
of the lemma , we wr it e h (v,x;A) for the indicator function of t he event E2(v, x ;A).

Lemma 4.1. Given a se t of si tes A and two sites v and z ,

Tp(V, x ) - T:(V, x ) = (I2(v, x ;A )}p+ P L (I2(V, y;A )T: ly,y'j(v\ y" x) }p. (4.38)
(y ,y')

Proof. The left side is the probability of the event that v and x ar e connected but
ar e not connected in :l:d\ A . By definition , this is the probability that v is connected
to x through A. If v is connected to x through A then eithe r (i) there is no pivotal
bond for the connection from v to x whose first endpoint is connected to v through
A, or (i i) there is such a piv otal bond. Case (i ) is exactly the event E2(v,x;A) , and
gives t he first te rm on t he righ t side of (4.38) . In case (i i) , let (y , y') denote t he first
pivotal bond for the connection from v to x such tha t y is con nected to v through
A . The contribution to the left side of (4.38) du e to th is case is

l:= (I[E2(v, y;A)]I[(y , y') is occ upied and pivot al for the connection from vto x])p .
(y,y ')

(4.39)
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Then by Lemma 3.5, with (v, y) playing the role of (0, u), the contribution due to
this case gives the second term on the right side of (4.38). 0

Using Lemma4.1 and (4.36), and replacing the summation index (u,v) by (YI' 1ft),
we have

R~O)(O, x) = p L (f[YI E Dc(O)](h(Y~, x; C{Yl ,YD(O)))(1))(O)
(Yl'Y;)

+ p2 L L (f[YI E Dc(O) ](I2(Y~, Y2 ;C{Yl ,YD (0))
(Yl 'Y;) (Y2,y;)

c 1
( ')

{Y2.Y;l Yl (' ))(1))(0)
X Tp Y2, X •

Here and in the following we simplify the notation by dropping the subscript p
from th e angular brackets denoting expectation. In add ition we have introduced a
superscript to coordinate random sets with the appropriate expectat ion, in nested
expectations. Thus for example in the second term in the right side of the above
equation, the set C{o ,}(O) is random with respect to the outer expectation, butYl 'Y 1

may be treated as deterministic in th e evaluation of the inner expectation . Using
the analogue of (4.33) to replace the restricted two-point function on the right side
by an unrestricted two-point function plus a correction, and defining

II~I)(O , x) = p L (f[YI E Dc(0)](I2(Y~, x; C{Yl 'Y~} (0)))(1))(0)

(Yl,y;)

and

we now have from (4.37) that

Tp(O, x) = gp(O , x) - II~I)(O, x) + [gp - II~I)] *plAID *Tp(X) + R~I)(O, x). (4.40)

The above proc edure can be iterated as many times as desired. The result is
the lace expansion for percolation, which is stated in the next theorem. For the
statement of the theorem we write Y~ = 0 and introduce for n 2:: 1,

Cn - 1 Cn
-

I (' )= {Yn,y~} Yn - l , In 1(' ' Cn - 1)= 2 Yn, Yn+l, ,

II~n)(O,x) = pn L .. , L (f[YI E Dc(0)](I1(I2(I3
.. . (fn-l

(Yl,y~) (Yn,y~)

n

h~n)(o, x) = gp(O, x) +L( -1)iIIy)(O, x)
i=1
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pn+1 L: ... L: (I[Y1 E o, (0)](11 (12
. . . (In

(Yl ,yD (Yn+l 'Y ~+ l )

X {rp(Y~+1' x) - r;n (Y~+1' x)} )(n) . . .)(2))(1))(0) .

Finally defining h~O)(O, x) = gp(O , z}, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. For p < Pc and N ~ 0,

rp(O , z) = h~N)(O , x) + h~N) *pOD * rp(x) + (_1)N+1 R~N)(O, z}. (4.41)

Now we take the Fourier transform as was done for self-avoiding walks. Bounds
on fI~)(k) and R~N)(k) involve bounding the nested expectations from the inside
out, using the BK inequality. The triangle diagram is important in th e bounds.
Further details can be found in Rara and Slade (1990a).

4.4 . ORIENTED PERCOLATION

For oriented percolation the lace expansion is closer in some respects to the expansion
for lattice animals than for unoriented percolation. The Markov property makes the
analysis som ewhat simpler . Details can be found in Nguyen and Yang (1992).
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